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Introduction
The Australia Institute welcomes the opportunity to contribute to the Environment and
Planning Committee of the Victorian Legislative Council Inquiry into Unconventional Gas in
Victoria.
The Australia Institute has published numerous research papers and submissions relating to
unconventional gas in Australia, provided expert speakers at many events and public forums
on the issue in Victoria and throughout Australia, and been a regular media commentator.
The Australia Institute publications on unconventional gas include:









Cooking up a gas price rise, Grudnoff, 2012
Fracking the Future, Grudnoff, 2014
Gladstone’s $2.9 billion dollar gas surcharge, Ogge, 2012
Inquiry into the supply and cost of gas and liquid fuels in New South Wales
Submission 2014, Grudnoff, Ogge, Campbell.
Briefing Note: Debunking Solving for 'x' - The NSW Gas Supply Cliff, Denniss,
Grudnoff, 2013
Is Fracking good for your health? Moss, 2013.
Measuring fugitive emissions. Is CSG a viable bridging fuel? Grudnoff, 2012.
CSG economic modelling: On the alleged Benefits of the Santos coal seam gas
project in North West NSW, Richardson, 2011.

This submission primarily covers section 3 (c) and section 4 of the Terms of Reference
relating to the implications for regional development, investment and jobs, and the ability of
unconventional gas resources to contribute to the State’s overall energy mix
There are three main justifications used by industry advocates and proponents of
unconventional gas in Victoria and elsewhere in Australia. The first is that an increased
supply of gas is required as an energy source for consumers and industry. The second is
that unconventional gas will reduce gas prices to industry and consumers. Finally, industry
advocates claim that developing unconventional gas will provide jobs and economic benefits
to the State as a whole, and for regional areas in particular.
All of these claims are highly contested and this paper examines each of them.

1. Unconventional gas extraction in Victoria will not reduce gas prices for
industry or consumers.
Some proponents of unconventional gas extraction in Victoria claim that unconventional gas
would reduce gas process for Victorian households and provide a low cost energy source to
Victorian industrial users. These claims are misleading for the following reasons:





Eastern Australian wholesale has prices are linked to global prices, and there is no
reason that unconventional gas would be sold at less than the market price.
The US shale gas “industrial renaissance” is not analogous to Victoria or Australia
because the US does not currently export gas while Australia allows virtually
unlimited exports.
Unconventional gas has high extraction costs.
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1.3 Unconventional gas is has high extraction costs.
Onshore unconventional gas is usually far more expensive to extract than conventional gas
and as such is highly unlikely to provide a low cost energy source for Victorian manufacturing
or households.
Shale and tight gas, which are the predominant forms of unconventional gas in Victoria are
also more expensive to extract than coal seam gas in other states because they are far
deeper.
The supply cost distribution graph below shows relative cost of extracting gas from various
Australian gas basins. The graph, commissioned by The Australian Energy Market Operator
(AEMO) clearly shows that Gippsland onshore unconventional gas has at least double the
extraction cost of conventional sources and even of CSG from other states.3
Figure 1. Supply cost distribution from various gas basins, Australia.

2. There is no gas shortage
Unconventional gas companies in NSW have energetically argued for a number of years that
NSW needed to allow the development of unconventional gas to avoid the “crisis” of an
imminent gas shortage.
The so-called crisis has been discussed extensively in the media and has been the subject of
various company research papers, such as AGL’s early 2014 report Solving for ‘x’ – the New
South Wales Gas Supply Cliff.4
The Australia Institute (and other commentators, including major gas industry players5) have
consistently argued that there was never any prospect of a gas shortage in NSW and that
gas will be available at global linked prices.
3

Gas Production Costs, Core Energy, 2012, http://www.aemo.com.au/Gas/Planning/Gas-Statement-ofOpportunities/Previous-GSOO-reports/2012-Gas-Statement-of-Opportunities/Production-Costs
4
For a more detailed explanation of the AGL report see Campbell (2014) Debunking Solving for ‘x’ – The NSW
Gas Supply Cliff
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boom in QLD, there is a large pool of workers who are ready to fill positions on a FIFO/DIDO
basis. Few people from local Victorian communities are likely to be employed in either the
construction or operational phases of any unconventional gas development.
Even if some people from local communities are employed on these projects, they are
unlikely to be drawn from the ranks of the unemployed. Because the gas industry requires
skilled and experienced workers, when it does employ local people they tend to be skilled
workers from local manufacturing and agriculture. This is disruptive to local businesses and
forces them to compete with inflated gas industry wages to recruit or retain key staff.
What about “indirect jobs”
The gas industry often argues that even though it is a small employer, there are large
numbers of flow-on, or indirect jobs. These “indirect jobs” estimates are usually based on
“jobs multipliers” from Input Output (IO) modelling.
The use of “jobs multipliers” has been roundly discredited as a way of evaluating the benefits
of these kinds of projects. The Australian Bureau of Statistics no longer publishes multipliers
for this reason, describing them as biased10, the Productivity Commission described them as
“regularly abused”11, they have been rejected as unreliable by the NSW Land and
Environment Court12, NSW Supreme Court13, multiple Planning Assessment Commissions
(PACs) in NSW and many prominent economists14.
In reality, all industries create indirect jobs. Just as gas industry workers spend money at
restaurants and get vehicles repaired, so do teachers and nurses. However the economy has
finite productive capacity, and an expansion in one sector is often at the expense of other
sectors. The mechanics workshop repairing the gas company’s vehicle may mean that they
don’t have the capacity to repair the farmer’s tractor, and so the farmer has to wait, or go to
the next town. This effect is ignored in IO modelling.

4. The impacts unconventional gas developments on local
businesses.
While some people and businesses do gain from coal seam gas unconventional gas
development, many other businesses and industries can be negatively impacted and jobs in
other sectors are often lost as a result.
The most advanced unconventional gas development in Australia is Queensland’s Darling
Downs region. The gas industry has pointed to this region of an example of the economic
benefits that unconventional gas provides to local communities.
However the research tells a far more complicated story.
The most detailed examination of the economic impacts of unconventional gas development
in the Darling Downs is a study carried out between 2008 and 2013 by the industry-funded
Sustainable Minerals Institute SMI and the University of Queensland.
10

ABS 2011, Australian National Accounts; Input-Output tables, electronic publication, final release.
Gretton P 2013. On Input-Oputput tables, uses and abuses, staff research note, Productivity
Commission
12
Preston, B 2013. Judgement on Bulga Milbrodale Progress Associaltion v Minister for Planning and
Infrastructure and Warkworth Mining Limited.
13
NSW Supreme Court, 2014 Warkworth appeal case judgement.
14
For example (Abelson, 2011; Denniss, 2012; Layman, 2002)
11
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pipelines and drilling. Big increases in truck traffic tend to disrupt other forms of transport and
damage local roads.
It is important to note that some businesses do benefit. Motels, bars and fast food chains
undoubtedly benefit during the construction phase (2-3 years), but there will tend to be an
oversupply when the construction phase ends. The large amounts of toxic “produced” or
“flow-back” water and salt provide opportunities for waste disposal companies.
It is instructive to contemplate some of the comments from various stakeholders explaining
the reasons for these results.
Some stakeholders discussed the impact on existing local businesses;
“Obviously if you’ve got a major engineering or earth moving business, you attract
business, you’re doing incredibly well, or a motel.
But, if you work in town at a local shop, or the council, you’re doing incredibly poorly,
because your rents have gone through the roof and suddenly you’re flat out paying to
be able to live in town. For us, we’re seeing increased costs.
All our professional services are $100 an hour plus, whereas they used to be [in the]
40s and 50s. Freight is dearer. We can’t get labour. We’re relying on backpackers a
lot more because we just can’t get permanent staff. So, It’s quite an added cost to
one sector of the community, while the other sector booms.
Advocacy sector 116
The impact of having to compete with inflated resource industry wages was also of great
concern;
‘What they’re paying for wages [in some towns] is two and half times what the wage
should be – just to hold men. That’s forcing consumer goods up, to try to cover the
costs of those wages… So it’s all spinning down the line… [For example] from a
hardware perspective, anyone doing renovations to their home, even just the little bits
are all getting more expensive because these guys are trying to cover the increase in
wages that they’ve had to pay to retain men. And the [resources] companies are
walking into businesses and offering staff – mainly mechanics…huge wages.’
Business Network 3. 17
Other stakeholders described the corrosion of social capital;
“[I]n regards to a divide between people, not just landholders versus townies, but for
instance I’ve got a lot of friends who used to work in agriculture and now work for gas
companies – a lot of them. And some family members don’t speak to them anymore
because they’re still on the land....
But even in towns now …once you would go to the local pub in Dalby, it was all full of
farmers and that sort of thing and now you’ve got guys in their high vis‟ and after a
few rums things are getting … they do, it’s starting to get quite ugly. There’s quite a
bit of animosity going on. And agricultural communities have never been like that –
they’re not. And now that’s building up pretty much."
Agricultural Sector 4 18

16

Everingham et al p38
Everingham et al p39
18
Everingham et al p51
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any new home or suburb in Eastern Australia to be connected to the gas grid.22 The report
further recommended that
“An urgent review of the policies and programs that subsidise/support the expansion
of the gas networks is required” 23... in particular the particular Victorian Government’s
$100M Energy for the Regions program established to roll out gas networks to
regional areas.
By rolling out gas infrastructure to new suburbs and towns, the Victorian government is
locking households and businesses into higher energy bills than if efficient electrical
appliances were used to deliver the same services. It is also a waste of $100 million
taxpayers money, given the existing grid can deliver the same services at less cost to
consumers.
A recent report by the Grattan institute also highlighted that switching to efficient electrical
appliances represented huge savings for households, for example that switching from a gas
to electric hot water system would save an average household $400 per year.
As a result of theses changes, commentators are talking about a potential “death spiral” for
the gas industry, where falling sales force gas suppliers to increase prices, which further
accelerates falling demand.24

Conclusion
Unconventional gas fields now cover tens of thousands of square kilometres of Queensland.
They represent a major industrialisation of the agricultural land and the natural envirnment.
This industrial expansion has delivered few of the employment and economic benefits
predicted by gas companies and industry advocates. It has in fact damaged many local
industries, negatively impacted communities and had serious environmental impacts.
The LNG export terminals in Gladstone have irrevocably linked Australian gas prices to
global markets, and no amount of drilling new unconventional gas fields will change that.
At the same time the economics of gas use in Australia have fundamentally shifted as a
result of cost reductions in renewable energy and the ever reducing cost of efficient electrical
systems that can provide the same heating services as gas in our homes and business far
more cheaply then gas.

Recommendations



22

An urgent review of policy and programs that subsidise/support the expansion of gas
networks is required, in particular Victorian Government’s $100M Energy for the
Regions program.
Remove subsides that encourage uneconomic gas use.

Alternative Technology Association ATA (2014) Are we still Cooking with Gas

23

Wood T (2014) Wood T (2014) Gas at the Crossroads. Grattan Institute..
Wright M (2014), Gas death spiral, it’s happening, but does anyone care? Reneweconomy.
Accessed
28/12/14
http://reneweconomy.com.au/2014/gas-death-spiral-its-happening-but-doesanyone-care-16818
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